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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let% and 9 be Fitting classes of finite soluble groups,% is said to be strongly 
contained in g if in each group G an X-injector of G is contained in a g-injector 
of G. In this case, we write % < g. Strong containment was first defined by 
Lockett [19], and has been studied by Makan [22] and by Bryce and Cossey 
[9]. Although it is immediate that .X < ?V only if E C g, the converse is by no 
means true [9, Introduction]. 
Let 9 be a Fitting class. The Fitting class g* is defined to be the class of 
groups G such that (G x G)p = (Gs x GF)(( g-l, g) 1 g E G). The intersection 
of all Fitting classes % such that %* = F* is denoted by F.+ , and is, of course, 
also a Fitting class [20]. In this paper, we consider a question based on one of 
Bryce and Cossey [9, 4.3b] concerning the relationship betweeh strong con- 
tainment and the *-operations. Let % and g be Fitting classes such that 3 C g 
and 55 is strongly contained in ?V*. 
1.1. Is X strongly contained in W? 
In the case when %* = Y*, a positive answer to 1.1 follows from [20, 3.21. 
On the other hand, let us further assume that X is strictly normal in V*-that 
is, in each group G an %-injector of G is a normal subgroup of a g*-injector of 
G [l]. It follows that 5? is strictly normal in ?V [l, Theorem 2.11, and so % is 
strongly contained in W. Examples are given in [2] of Fitting classes X and ?V 
such that X* is strictly normal in %* and %* + ??P. Thus the answer to 
1.1 may also be positive when X* # ?V*. 
In Theorem 4.9, however, we find that if % m= y, , the class of all finite 
soluble r-groups, for a nonempty set of primes 7, then the answer to 1.1 is 
positive only when g* = yr . This result is a consequence of our examination 
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of a special case of 1.1. Let 9 and g be Fitting classes such that .% is strongly 
contained in %*. 
1.2. Is 5?* strongly contained in WI,? 
We discover in Theorem 4.5 that if it is also true that g+. is closed under 
taking Z-injectors-that is, if each %-injector of a group in gy* is necessarily 
in g.+ - then questions 1.1 and 1.2 are equivalent. It is not hard to find examples 
of such Fitting classes % and g. Let % be a Fischer class and ?V a Fitting class 
such that (Y* is a subgroup-closed Fitting formation strongly containing 3‘. 
(For instance, set g* = y=, where n is the characteristic of %.) Then 
g.+ = og* n y* [8] and Y* is closed under taking %-injectors [16]. It follows 
that g4/* is closed under taking %-injectors. 
The results of Section 4 depend on a Fitting class C&s), which is defined 
for any pair of Fitting classes I and %’ such that X is strongly contained in %*. 
The Fitting class f&(Z) is studied in Section 3. By definition, C&s’) is closed 
under taking %-injectors and strongly contains S n C&S). 
In Section 5 we consider 1.1 under the hypothesis that Y is normal. Let 9 
denote the class of all finite soluble groups, and suppose that F is a nontrivial 
Fitting class. Certainly sy* is a normal Fitting class containing 9 [lo], but 
Theorem 5.1 states that 9 is strongly contained in s& if and only if s is 
normal. It follows that there exists no nontrivial nonnormal Fitting class which 
is strongly contained in 9. . 
The first theorem collects together some basic facts about strong containment. 
Parts (a) and (b) are from [19] and part (c) is Lemma 5.36 of [15]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 55, CV’, and 9 be Fitting classes. Then 
(a) .X < CY and Y < 9’ implies that SY < 9. 
(b) Xt^, C % _C 9 _C X* implies that (cY < 9’. 
(c) X < fY;/* implies that %‘* Q g*. 
Whenever r is a set of primes, we denote the complement of rr by Z-‘. The 
cyclic group of order p is written 2, , for each prime p. By G 1 H we mean the 
regular wreath product of groups G and H. The base group of G 1 His denoted 
by G*. We assume the theorems that (G 1 H)’ = [G*, H] H’ and that if K 
is a subgroup of H of index n, then G*K z G(“) 1 K [23]. A normal embedding 
of a group H in a group G is a monomorphism f of H such that H z Hf 4 G. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All groups considered are finite and soluble, except where otherwise stated. 
AFitting class is a class of groups which is closed under taking normal subgroups 
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and forming normal products [13]. In this section we list without proof the 
definitions and results concerning Fitting classes required later on. Let G 
be a group and .9 a Fitting class. It is immediate from the definition of a Fitting 
class that G possesses a normal subgroup which is uniquely maximal in the set 
of normal subgroups of G lying in 9. This is the F-radical of G, denoted by 
Gp . A subgroup V of G is called an 9-injector of G if for each normal sub- 
group N of G, V n N is maximal in the set of subgroups of N lying in 9. 
THEOREM 2.1 [13]. Let 9 be a Fitting class and G a finite soluble group. 
Then G possesses exactly one conjugacy class of S-injectors. 
The characteristic of a Fitting class 9 is the set of primes p for which 2, 
lies in 9. 
THEOREM 2.2 [14]. Each Fitting class of characteristic r contains all nil- 
potent r-groups, where r is a set of primes. 
The next theorem is a collection of results from [20], with the exception of 
part (d), which can be deduced from [8, 3.51. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X and YY be Fitting classes and G a group. Then 
(a) Z.+ Cl Cb* = (Z*)* = (%*)*. 
(b) .CZ* C ?Y C a* if and only if%* = CY* if and only if%, = CYy*. 
(c) (5 n cY)* = 3?* n tiY*. 
(d) (%nn),CI, ngy,. 
(e) If V is an %*-injector of G, then V, is an %-injector of G. 
(f) If V and W are X*-injectors of groups G and H, respectively, then 
V x W is an X*-injector of G x H. 
Let 9 be a Fitting class. The family of Fitting classes I with Z* = 9* 
is known as the Lochett section of 9, denoted here by L(9). For each set of 
primes 7r, Pfl = Sp, [20]. 
If 9 is a Fitting class with the property that in each group G the normal 
subgroup Gg is an F-injector, then S is said to be normal Fitting class [5]. 
Several different characterizations of the family of normal Fitting classes are 
known. 
THEOREM 2.4 [5, 20, 211. Let 9 be a nontrivial Fitting class and G a group. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. 9 is normal. 
2. 9* = 9. 
3. If V is an F-injector of G then G’ < V. 
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4. If G lies in 9 and p is a prime, then there exists an integer n such that 
for each integer m, Gfmn) 1 Z, lies in F. 
The second statement of the above theorem shows that the family of normal 
Fitting classes forms a Lockett section. The Fitting class Sp, is consequently 
the unique minimal normal Fitting class. It can be deduced from Theorems 2.4 
and 2.2 that each normal Fitting class contains all finite nilpotent groups. 
It is easy to show that the intersection of two Fitting classes % and +Y is again 
a Fitting class. A second method of obtaining a new Fitting class from I and 9Y 
is to form the Fitting class product .?E??/. This is defined to be the class of groups 
G such that G/G% lies in @Y. It is easy to prove that EPY is a Fitting class con- 
taining 9. 
THEOREM 2.5 [IO]. Let 9 be a Fitting class. 
(a) SY+ is a normal Fitting class. 
(b) If 9 is normal then 9r9$ = Y. 
A third method of obtaining a new Fitting class from a given pair of Fitting 
classes Z and g was introduced in [ll]. The join of 55 and SY is defined to be 
the smallest Fitting class containing SY and ??/, and is written X v Y. We require 
the following results from [l l] concerning Fitting class joins. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let .?E and SY be Fitting classes such that 9 C CP and G a 
group. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. There exists a group K in X such that (G x K)g is subdirect in G x K. 
2. GliesinS v %. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let %, CY, and 9’ be Fitting classes such that 3 C ?Y/* and 
CYCLE’. Then(Xv~)nS?=(%n%“)v~. 
Let I and SY be Fitting classes. YY is said to be closed under taking %-injectors 
if the %-injectors of a group in ?V necessarily lie in g. The next result was 
proved by Bryce and Cossey [S, 4.71. It is more easily deduced from [3, Hilfs- 
satz 31. Clearly, for each set of primes r, the YrQ,-injectors of a group are exactly 
the Hall n-subgroups of the group. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let n be a set of primes. The Fitting class 9* is closed under 
taking Hall +subgroups. 
The following powerful theorem is collated from various sources. If q 1 p - 1, 
then the result is that proved in [4]. Otherwise it is a consequence of the main 
theorems of [7, 171. A suitable group His constructed in [6, Chap. 3.71. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let p and q be distinct primes. Then there exists a group H 
such that O,(H) = H’ = Hy* and 1 H/H’ 1 = q. 
We come now to a theorem which will be an invaluable tool in the construction 
of the Fitting class C,(Z) in Section 3. Let A be a (possibly infinite) Abelian 
group, and suppose that to each group G there corresponds a homomorphism 
do from G into A, with the property that whenever f is a normal embedding of 
a group N in a group G, then nd, = (nf) do , for each element n of N. Blessenohl 
and Gaschiitz proved that the class of groups G such that Gdo = 1 is a normal 
Fitting class [5]. It was subsequently shown by Lausch that every normal 
Fitting class can be defined in this way [18]. Bryce and Cossey observed that a 
similar result exists for each Lockett section [8], and we thus have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10 [5, 8, 181. Let P be a Fitting chzss. There exists a (possibly 
inJinite) Abelian group A, and a map d which assigns to each group G in fl* 
a homomorphism do from G into A such that 
1. If f is a normal embedding of a group N in a group G in %r*, then for 
each element R of N, nd,,, = (nf) do . 
2. IfGisagroupinP*,thenG~=kerdo. 
3. A = { gdo ( g is an element of G, and G a group in S*}. 
4. If .% is a Fitting class with 9 6 5? C F*, and A(I) = { gdo 1 g is an 
element of G, and G a group in S}, then A(%) is a subgroup of A. The 
map 5? -+ A(S) de$nes a lattice isomorphism between the set of such Fitting classes 
3 and the subgroup lattice of A. 
It is further true that a group G lies in %+ if and only ;f G can be normally 
embedded in a group R, where R is generated by its normal subgroups N1 ,..., N,. 
for some integer r, and G < ([Ni , Aut NJ 1 i = 1, 2 ,..., r). 
In the notation of the theorem above, we say that a Fitting class S- admits 
the Fitting pair (A, d), and remark that (A, d) is unique up to isomorphism [18]. 
Finally, we require the following lemma in Section 5. 
LEMMA 2.11 [15]. Let .5v be a Fitting class, G a group and p a prime. If 
G 1 Z, lies in 9, then G(*) 1 Z, and G 1 H lie in 9, for each positive integer 
n and p-group H. 
3. THE FITTING CLASS C@(X) 
We begin with a lemma of crucial importance to the results of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 3, CY, and SY be Fitting classes such that S c ?Y/* and 
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?Y* = %“*. Suppose that (A, d) is a Fitting pair admitted by 3. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
1. 95 n 3 is strongly contained in 8. 
2. S? is strongly contained in ?V*, and if V is an Z-injector of a group G 
in W+, then Vz < VnGs. 
3. S is strongly contained in CPy*, and if V is an %-injector of a group G in 
g’*, and f a normal embedding in V of some group U, then for each element u of 
iJ, udLI = (uf) do . 
4. An (3 n 8)-injector of any group is an S-injector of some Z-injector 
of the group. 
5. 3 n 9’ is strongly contained in 2, and B is closed under taking g-in- 
jectors. 
Proof. 1 => 2. Theorem 1.3 shows first that .% n 9’ < 9’* = g*, and 
then that $.K* = (5? n a)* < 6Y*. It follows that % < Y*. Let V be an 
.%-injector of a group G in 9P, and W an (Z n Z)-injector of G contained in 
Gz . By Theorem 2.3(e) Vs’ is also an (% n Z)-injector of G, and so is con- 
jugate in G to W, by Theorem 2.1. We may therefore pick an element g of G 
such that Vz = Wg < (Gsy = Gz , establishing that Vz < V n Gg . 
2 a 3. Certainly 9” <g*. Let V be an Z-injector of a group G in 
9Y*, and f a normal embedding in V of some group U in S. Set H = G x U. 
Then U’f x U is a normal subgroup of V x U, and V x U is clearly an 
Z-injector of H. It follows that ((Uf)z x Us){(uf, u-l) j u E U) = 
(Uf x U), = (Uf x U) n (V x U)Z < (V x U),. By assumption 
(V x U), < Hz, and by Theorem 2.10, Hz = (h E H 1 hd, = 1). Con- 
sequently, the fact that G x 1 and 1 x U are normal in H implies that 
1 = (uf, u-l) dH = (uf) dH u-ldH = (uj) dou-ldv , for each element u in U. 
3 * 4. Let V be an %-injector of some group G, and U that +Y*-injector 
of G which contains V. Certainly V is an %-injector of U, so by assumption, 
vdy = vd, , for each element v of V. Thus vd, = 1 if and only if vdu = 1, 
which together with Theorem 2.10 implies that Vs = V n U,‘. Let W be 
an (Z n 9)-injector of G. Since % Q g*, there exists by Theorem 1.3a 
g/*-injector T of G which contains W. By Theorem 2.1 there exists an element 
g of G such that T = Ug. This shows that W and (V,)@ are both (X n Z)- 
injectors of T, and consequently there exists an element t of T such 
that W = (Vz)gt = (V n UZ)gt = V@t n (U,)gt. Theorem 2.1 establishes 
that (Uz)pt is a T-injector of G, and clearly Vgt is an %-injector of T. Since 
(U# = Tz , we have established statement 4. 
4 => 5. An (9 n Z’)-injector of a group is contained in a %-injector 
of the group, and so ?Z n %” < 9’. If G is a group in ZE’, then an %-injector of 
48@4/2-9 
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G is also an (3 n %)-injector of G, proving that %” is closed under taking 
.%-injectors. 
5 =+ 1. Trivial. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S and ?Y be Fitting classes such that 9? is strongly 
contained in ?Y*. Denote by T the family of all those Fitting classes 3 in L(g) 
such that whenever V is an S-injector of a group G in g/*, then Vs < V n GF . 
Then T has a unique minimal member. 
Proof. Certainly T is not empty since it contains g*. Suppose that V is 
an %-injector of a group G in g*, and set %” = n (9 ] F lies in T}. Then 
V~=~{V~~~liesinT}<~{GSr~~liesinT)=G~.Thus~isinT 
and is certainly contained in each member of T. This establishes the proposition. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose that % and g are Fitting classes such that $6 
is strongly contained in ?Y*. Let T be the family of Fitting classes defined in 
Proposition 3.2. Denote the unique minimal member of T by C&Y). In the 
case when g is normal, write C(s) = C&Z). 
It is apparent that the Fitting class Cg(E) has some interesting properties. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 9 and g be Fitting classes uch that I is strongly contained 
in W. Then % n C&S?) is strongly contained in C&Q, and C&Y) is closed 
under taking %-injectors. 
Proof. Let V be an X-injector of a group G in g*. It follows from the defi- 
nition of C&Y) that Vc,(a) < V n G,--(s) . In other words, 9” n C&T) is 
strongly contained in C,(Z), and so by Lemma 3.1, C&ZJ is closed under 
taking %-injectors. 
In order to obtain a characterization of the groups in C,(s) we must study 
the corresponding Abelian group introduced in Theorem 2.10. We begin with 
some detailed notation (from [IS]), h h w ic will remain fixed for the remainder 
of this section. 
Let g be a Fitting class and (A, b) a Fitting pair admitted by g/, . Denote 
by D the restricted direct product of all groups in g*. If G is a group in ?Y*, 
let 1, denote the canonical embedding of G in D. Set L = {( g-llo)(( gf) lH) 1 f
is a normal embedding of a group G in a group HE ?Y*>, and denote by h 
the natural homomorphism from D onto D/L. For each group G in %‘*, let 
p, = loh. It is shown in [lg] that D/L is Abelian, and that qY* admits the 
Fitting pair (D/L,p). Consequently, there exists an isomorphism a from D/L 
to A such that for each group G in g*, gbo = gpoa, for every element g of G. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 9? and g be Fitting classes uch that I is strongly contained 
in W+, and suppose that ?Y* admits the Fitting pair (D/L, p). Denote by I the sub- 
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PUP of D ((u-%)((ue) k) I e is a normal embedding of a group U in an X-injector 
of a group K E %*>, and let n denote the natural homomorphism from D/L to 
D/IL. Then C,(S) admits the Fitting pair (D/IL, d), where for each group G 
in 9Yy*, dc = p,n. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, there exists a unique Fitting class 9 in L(g) 
which admits the Fitting pair (D/IL, d). Let U be a group in 57, and V an %-in- 
jector of a group G in Y*, such that there exists a normal embedding e of U 
in V. If II is an element of U, then (ue) d, = (ue)p,n = (ue) &IL = 
(ue) Z,((u-lZ,)((ue) Zc))-l IL = &IL = up,n = ud, . It follows from Lemma 3.1 
that V, < Vn G9, and so by Definition 3.3, C&5?) is contained in .F. 
Conversely, set J = { gp, 1 g is an element of a group G in C&9?)>, and denote 
by m the natural homomorphism from D/L onto D/J. For each group G in 
Y*, set t, = p,m. Clearly C&E”) admits the Fitting pair (D/J, t). Suppose 
that U is a group in 57, and V an %-injector of a group K in Y*, such that there 
exists a normal embedding e of U in V. Then by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, ut, = 
(4 tK 9 for each element u of U. We therefore have (ul,) J = up,m = ut, = 
(tie) t, = (ue)p,m = (ue) Z,J, for each element u of U. Since (z&-i = u--l&, , 
it is clear that J contains (u-lZ,)((ue) ZK) for each element u of U. Thus I is 
contained in J. By definition, L is contained in J, and we may therefore deduce 
from Theorem 2.10 that .9 = C&Z). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let .?E and 9Y be Fitting classes uch that 57 is strongly contained 
in 9Yv*, and G a group in Y*. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. G lies in C&9?“). 
2. There exists a group R in W+, and a normal embedding e of G in R such 
that for some X-injector V of R, Ge is a subgroup of VzSRB* . 
Proof. I 3 2. By Lemma 3.5, Gl, < IL. There consequently exist 
groups Ni , Mi , and K, in Y *, and Uj in X, where i E { l,..., r} and j E { I,..., s}, 
for integers r and s, such that Gl, is contained in the subgroup PQ of D, where 
P = ((m-lZMi)((mfJZN,) 1 m E MS , fi : Mi z Mifi u Ni , i = I,..., r>, 
and 
Q = <(u-%,Mu4kJ I u E Uj , ej : Uj s Uiej 4 Vi , 
Vj an X-injector of Kj , j = l,..., s>. 
ThusP<LandQ<I. 
1 
Set A = 17{M,l,,,,i x Nil,< 1 i = l,..., r} and B = II{Ujl,j x KjlKj ! j = 
,*.., s}. Certainly A and B are normal subgroups of D. Set R = (A, B). We 
have P < A and Q < 17{U&,j x V,Z,i 1 j = l,..., s}, which by Theorem 2.3(e) 
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and (f) is contained in some %-injector of B. Since Gl, is normal in D, Glo is 
certainly a normal subgroup of R. Let I’ be an %-injector of R such that 
Vn B 3 l7{U&, x V&, 1 j = I,..., s}. We employ a technique from the 
proof of [18, Theorem 2.71 to show that P < Rg* and Q < VT, , establishing 
that Gl, is contained in Vx,RW* . 
For each integer i in l,..., r define a group Pi and an automorphism ai of 
Pi as follows. If Mi = Ni , set Pi = M,lM, and (ml,> ai = (mfi) lM, . Thus 
(m%J(mfi,) hi) = (m4$1(mlMJ ai , which is an element of [Pi , Aut Pi]. 
If Mi # Ni , set Pi = (M,lMi , (Mifi) INi), and define ai by ((ml,l)((nfJ x 
hi)) a, = (4wi)((mf~) hi). Again, (m-%,)((mfd lJv.J = (mlMi)-l(mlMi) ai , an 
element of [Pi, Aut Pi]. Clearly, (Pi 1 i = l,..., r) 1s a normal subgroup of A. 
and so (Pi [ i = l,..., r)~, is contained in Rg* . Since P < ([P, , Aut Pi] 1 
i = I,..., r), Theorem 2.10 implies that P ,< (Pi 1 i = I,..., r)g*. We deduce 
that P is contained in Rg, . 
For each integer j in {l,..., 
Uj = Kj , 
s}, define a group Qi by Qj = U,luj whenever 
and Qj = ( U,l,, , ( U,ej) lKj) otherwise. It may be similarly shown that 
Q < ([Qj T Aut Qjl I j = l,..., s). Thus Q is contained in (Qj 1 j = l,..., s)%, < 
(I’ n B)x* = Vx* n B, by Theorem 2.3(e). Statement 2 is now established. 
2 * 1. Suppose that C,(s) admits the Fitting pair (A, d). If g is an 
element of G, then there exist elements Y of Rg* and v of Vs* such that ge = TV. 
By Theorem 2.10, it follows that (ge) do = (ge) dR = (rv) dR = rdRvdR = 
6 , since Y* is contained in Cq(%). Lemma 3.1 shows that vdR = vd,, 
and since X, is contained in I n C’@(s), Theorem 2.10 forces ad, = 1. Thus 
Ge lies in C&X), and the fact that G is isomorphic to Ge completes the proof. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let 2” and Y be Fitting classes uch that % is strongly con- 
tained in Y*. Then C,(S) = C&S?-,). 
THEOREM 3.8. Let 9” and Y be Fitting classes uch that .5? is strongly contained 
in OY*. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. gY.+ is closed under taking %-injectors. 
2. Xn C,(S) =%nY.+. 
3. (57 v Yu,) n C&T) = Yy, . 
Proof. 1 => 2. Let G be a group in % n C&5?). By Theorem 3.6, there 
exists a group R in Y* and a normal embedding e of G in R such that for some 
%-injector V of R, Ge < Vz,RI, . Since Ge E G, a group in 9?, it is immediate 
that Ge < Rx < V. Thus Ge < V n VsIRgI; = Vxa(V n RgS), which by 
assumption is contained in VW, . The fact that Ge is a normal subgroup of R 
leads us to conclude that Ge belongs to 5& n Yy, . This establishes that 
9Yn C,,(Z)CEnY*, and since Yy, C C&Z), the result is proved. 
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2 => 3. By Theorem 2.7, (X v %+.) n C&F) = (!E n Cq(X)) v Yy*. 
Statement 3 follows immediately. 
3 a 1. We have fZn5Y~CnCC,(Z’)~(dv~~)nC&T)=~J,. If 
V is an s-injector of a group G in % *, then consequently V n Gg* < V n 
G c,w = Vc&r) = vcv* * 
4. STRONG CONTAINMENT, FITTING CLASS JOINS, AND THE LOWER *-OPERATION 
We are now suitably equipped to return to questions 1.1 and 1.2. Our first 
result rephrases 1.1 in terms of Fitting class joins. If T is a set of groups, then 
Fit T denotes the smallest Fitting class containing T. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 3 and % be Fitting classes such that 3 is strongly con- 
tained in %y*. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. If 3 is a Fitting class in L(%) and B contains 3, then 3 strongly con- 
tains .!X. 
2. E is strongly contained in S v %.+ . 
3. X v %.+ = Fit{VGg* j V is an T-injector of a group G in %*>. 
Proof. 1 * 2. Certainly I v %* is in L(%) and contains 3. It is therefore 
immediate that 3 is strongly contained in 9” v %* . 
2 3 3. Let V be an s-injector of a group G in %*. By assumption, 
G&.Y~ < V&v, < G.s-vge . It follows that X v %.+ < Fit(VGq* 1 V is an 
X-injector of a group G in %*> < .5? v g4/* . 
3 2 1. Suppose that 9 is a Fitting class in L(%) which contains 3. 
Certainly B contains .5Y v %.+ . Let V be an s-injector of a group G, and U 
a %*-injector of G which contains V. Then V < VUg+ < lJxvge < U,. 
Since by Theorem 2.3(e) Uz is a T-injector of G, we conclude that X is strongly 
contained in 9’. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 3 and % be Fitting classes such that 55 is strongly contained 
in %*, and 3 a Fitting class satisfying %* C 3 C Cg(S). If V is an S-injector 
of a group G in %*, then (VGz x V)+x) is subdirect in VG, x V. 
Proof. Set K = VG, . Clearly V is an Z-injector of K, and since Gz = 
KS < Kc-(~) , we may write K = VK,+(x) . If, therefore, k is an element of 
K, there exist elements v of V and g of Kc-(x, such that k = vg. Suppose now 
that C,(Z) admits the Fitting pair (A, d). By Theorem 2.10 it follows that 
(k, v-l) &xv = k dKv-l d, = (vg) d& d, = v d,g dKv-l dV . Since g is an 
element of Kcq(xj we have (k, v-l) dKxy = v dKv-l d, . Definition 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.1 lead us to conclude that (k, n-l) dKxy = 1, and thus that (k, v-l) 
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is an element of (K x V)c~~~~ . Similarly, to each element z, of V there corre- 
sponds an element h of K such that (h, n) is in (K x V),+(s) . This completes 
the proof that (K x V)+x) is subdirect in K x V. 
The next theorem clarifies the link between question 1.1 and the Fitting 
class C~(X). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let %“, ?Y and SY be Fitting classes uch that 9 is strongly con- 
tained in 9Yy* and ?Y* = %“*. Then X is strongly contained in 9 if and only if 
57 v C,(S) is contained in 9%“. 
Pyoof. Suppose that 9” v C,(Z) is contained in 3”. Let V be an %-injector 
of a group G, and U a g*-injector of G containing V. Lemma 4.2 shows that 
(VU,+ x V&ts) is subdirect in VU,+ x V, and we deduce from Theorem 
2.6 that VIJq, belongs to 9” v C&X). Thus V < UE,cg,%-, < Us, which 
by Theorem 2.3(e) is a Z-injector of G. This extablishes that % is strongly 
contained in 3”. 
Conversely, suppose that .5? is strongly contained in 3”. Let V be an %-injector 
ofagroupGinOy*.ThenV<Gz,andsoVz=V=VnGz.ByDefi- 
nition 3.3, therefore, %” contains Cg(X), and we conclude that X v C&a) 
is contained in 3”. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 95 and ?Y be Fitting classes uch that % is strongly con- 
tained in “J*. Then the followilzg statements are equivalent. 
1. 3 n C&(S) is strongly contained in (% r\ C&Z-) v Y* . 
2. C,(E) = (LX n C&F)) v ?Yy,. 
3. J?E is strongly contained in 3 v ?Y* . 
Proof. 1 2 2. Certainly %.+ Q (.% n C&X)) v gy, , so by Theorem 3.6 
C,(E) = (% n C&T)) v tV*. 
2 3 3. Theorem4.3 shows that% < ?Z v C&X-) = 9 v g* . 
3 2 1. It follows from Theorem 4.3 that C&.9) C X v Y, . Theorem 2.7 
allows us to write C~(%) = (9” n C&9?)) v %‘* and Lemma 3.4 completes 
the proof. 
We now draw together the threads of our argument. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S and ?Y be Fitting classes uch that !Z is strongly contained 
in GY*. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. If F is a Fitting class in L(S) then S is strongly contained in 9 v g* . 
2. 9Y n SY* is strongly contained in ?Y* . 
3. S.+ is strongly contained in ?Y/, . 
4. c&q = fY* . 
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5. X is strongly contained in Z v CY* , and g* is closed under taking Z-in- 
jectors. 
Proof. 1 + 2. %” n gf* is in the Lockett section of I and so by assumption 
is strongly contained in ?V* , in the light of Theorem 2.3(d) and Proposition 4.1. 
2 * 3. Theorem 1.3(b) h s ows that S, is strongly contained in I n CY* , 
and so by 1.3(a), S, is strongly contained in ?Vy* .
3 3 4. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.6. 
4 * 5. This a consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.3. 
5 + 1. Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 3.8 ensure that C&X) = !Y* . Theorem 
4.3 then establishes statement 1. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let 3 and g be Fitting classes such that 3” is strongly con- 
tained in ?Y* and gy* is closed under taking S-injectors. Then I is strongly con- 
tained in 3 v @Y.+ if and only if S n g* is strongly contained in g* . 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.5. 
Before using Corollary 4.6 to obtain some answers to question 1.1, we state 
a theorem of Bryce and Cossey. 
THEOREM 4.7 [9, 4.71. Let 3Y and CY be Fitting classes such that % is strongly 
contained in CY. Suppose that 3 has characteristic v. Then 5? < (S,,f n CiY) 3 < g. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let 3 and CY be Fitting classes such that 3 is strongly contained 
in g* and is not trivial. Suppose that g.+ is closed under taking %-injectors. If 
S? is strongly contained in 55 v ?!Y* , then X and CY have the same characteristic. 
Proof. Let n denote the characteristic of %, and suppose that p is a prime 
in the characteristic of WV, but not in v . Suppose that 9? is strongly contained in 
9 v GY* . Theorem 1.3 implies that % is strongly contained in GY*, and it follows 
from Corollary 4.6 that X n g.+ is strongly contained in gy, . By Theorem 4.7, 
therefore, (Yr, n GY*)(S n G!!Y*) is strongly contained in g4/, . Let q be a prime 
in ZT, and H the group constructed in Theorem 2.9 for the primes p and q. 
Theorem 2.2 ensures that H lies in (Y=, n g*)(% n g+J, but H is not in g* , 
since by Theorem 2.3(d) Y* contains GY* . This contradiction leads to the result 
stated. 
Many Fitting classes 3 have the property that g n Y* = g* . For instance 
this is the case if 9 is a subgroup-closed Fitting formation [8], or if there exists 
a Fitting class 3 such that g = %JV or fl= %YVYn, , for some set of primes 
n [3]. The following corollary to Theorem 4.8 may now be proved. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let 9 be a Fitting class and r a set of primes such that 
sp, < 9. If YV Q Yr v FG* , then 9 = Yn . 
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Proof. The results mentioned in the preceding paragraph ensure that 
YV, = YV n Y* . We therefore observe that, in the light of Theorem 2.8, 
s* is closed under taking Hall n-subgroups. If YV < 5$ v 5.* , then 
Theorem 4.8 forces 9 to have characteristic in, and we conclude that F = Yr . 
We end this section with the observation that the only Fitting classes known 
to us with the properties that X* # ?Y* and that whenever 5- is a Fitting class 
in L(s), then fl is strongly contained in 9 v gy* , also have the property that 
3 is strictly normal in Y* . 
Open Question. Let .Y and ?P be Fitting classes such that 3 is strongly con- 
tained in ?V* and ?Vy* is closed under taking %-injectors. Does it follow that S 
is strongly contained in X v ?Y* only if 37 is strictly normal in @Y* ? 
5. STRONG CONTAINMENT AND NORMAL FITTING CLASSES 
It is obvious that every Fitting class is strongly contained in Y. In this section 
we examine question 1.1 under the hypothesis that ?V is a normal Fitting class. 
Corollary 4.9 implies that if r is a set of primes with nonempty complement, 
then Yr is not strongly contained in Y;: v 9,. We now prove that there exists 
no nonnormal Fitting class F such that 9 is strongly contained in g v Y* . 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9 be a nontrivial Fitting class. Then 9 is strongly con- 
tained in S9?* if and only if g is normal. 
Proof. Only $ Suppose that 9 is not normal. Theorem 2.4 allows us to 
select a prime p and a group K in %r such that for each integer n, Ktn) 1 2, 
does not lie in 9. Choose K of minimal order in .Yr with respect to this property. 
Case 1. Suppose that there exists a prime q distinct from p, and an integer 
m such that Ktrn) 1 2, lies in 9. Set L = K(“). The choice of K ensures thht 
L 1 2, is in 9 but that there exists no integer n such that Lfn) 1 Z, is in 9. 
Theorem 2.9 allows us to choose a group H such that O,(H) = H’ = Hsp* 
and 1 H/H’ 1 = q. Set G = L 1 H, and let V denote an s-injector of G, 
and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of G such that Q n H is a Sylow q-subgroup of H. 
Since H = O,(H)(Q n H) and L* < G% < V, we may write V = L*( V n 
WHN( V n Q n W 
Set V, = V n O,(H) and s = 1 H: V,, I. Then L* V, is a normal subgroup 
of I/ and is isomorphic to Lt8) 1 V,, . To avoid contradicting our choice of L, 
therefore, we must have V, = 1. Thus V = L*( V n Q n H) < L*Q. If we 
set t = 1 H: Q n H I, then L*Q is isomorphic to Lo) 1 (Q n H), which by 
Lemma 2.11 lies in 9’. This proves that I’ = L*Q. 
Since V n O,(H) = 1, it follows that GF n O,(H) = 1. If L* < GS , 
then consequently 1 < GP n H = Gs n Q n H 4 H. This contradiction of 
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the choice of H implies that L* = GT , and we deduce that G does not lie in 
g’Y* . However, it is certainly true that G’ < Gy* , and that G’ = [L*, H] H’. 
Theorem 2.9 states that H’ = O,(H). C onsequently, VGy* >, (L*Q)([L*, H] x 
O,(H)) = L*H = G. W e conclude that 9 is not strongly contained in %=P$ . 
Case 2. Suppose that for each prime Q distinct from p, and integer 1z, 
K(m) 1 2, does not lie in s. If Op(K) < K, then there exists an integer B 
such that Op(K)(“) 1 2, is in F. Since KcV) 1 Z,/(O~(K)(“))* is a p-group, 
we notice that (Op(K)(v))* 2, is subnormal in Kc”) 1 2, . Clearly (Op(K)(“))* 2, 
is isomorphic to Op(K)(“) 1 2, , and Kc”) 1 2, = K(V)((O~(K)(V))* 2,). 
This implies that K(*) 1 2, lies in 9, a contradiction. We may therefore 
assume that Op(K) = K. The solubility of K ensures that there exists a prime 
4 distinct from p such that Oq(K) < K, and it follows from our choice of K 
that there exists an integer w such that Oq(K)(w) 1 2, lies in 9. Suppose that 
for some integer X, Oq(K)(“) 1 2, lies in 9. The argument above shows that 
Kc”) 1 2, also lies in F’, contradicting our initial hypothesis. We conclude that 
Oq(K)(“) 1 2, is not in 3, for each integer 11. 
Set L = Oq(K)fW). Then L 1 2, lies in 9, but there exists no integer n 
such that Lfn) 1 2, lies in 9. The argument of case 1 may now be used, reversing 
the roles of the primes p and Q. 
If. Since 9 is normal, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that Sp = sy*, 
ensuring that 9 is strongly contained in FsP* . 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let 9 be a nonnormal Fitting class. Then g is not strongly 
contained in g v 9* . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, 9 v P?* is contained in Fy* . Since both Fitting 
classes are normal, it follows from Theorem 1.3(b) that 9 v y* is strongly 
contained in %.P?* . If 9 is strongly contained in 9 v Y* , then Theorem 1.3(a) 
forces 9 to be strongly contained in Fy* , in contradiction to Theorem 5.1. 
It is immediate from Corollary 5.2 that no nontrivial, nonnormal Fitting 
class is strongly contained in 9. . 
Our last result concerns the Fitting class C(yl,), where v is a set of primes. 
Let Y(y7 , 9.) denote the class of groups which possess a Hall r-subgroup 
lying in Y;; . Then Y(y= , P’*) is a normal Fitting class [15]. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let H be a Hall rr-subgroup of a group G, for a set of primes 
V. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. G is in Y(sP, , 9*) n 9*yV . 
2. G = HyeGyl . 
3. G is in C(S$). 
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Proof. 1 * 2. Immediate, from Lemma 3 of [12]. 
2 3 3. This follows from Theorem 3.6. 
3 + 1. By Theorem 3.6, there exists a normal embedding e of G in a 
group R, such that Ge < VyeRgl , where V is a Hall rr-subgroup of R. Since 
9.. is closed under taking Hall +subgroups, Vy*Ry* lies in Y(yW , Y*). Con- 
sequently, G lies in Y(yV , 9*). The fact that C(yn) is contained in Y*5$ 
follows from Theorem 4.3, since yV is strongly contained in 9&S$ . Thus G 
is in 9..5$ . 
The relationship between the Fitting classes yW and Y(yV , 9,) is investi- 
gated in [12]. 
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